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It is remarkable how a stereo record captures the sound of the live 
performance. 
It is equally remarkable how a Garrard automatic turntable reproduces that 
record without a hint of distortion or unwanted noi e. 
Modern records contain a miraculous spectrum of imple and complex wave
forms, covering a wide dynamic range, from very soft to very loud. 
The recognized ability of Garrard units to reproduce this material with more 
consistent perfection than any other home record playing equipment, has 
brought this line to its pre-eminent po ition . 
Musically - the results have been so impressive that more owners of com
ponent stereo systems enjoy their records on Garrard automatics than on 
all other record playing equipment combined. 
Technically - these results stem from this thoughtfully formulated policy, 
followed by Garrard for more than 50 years : 

To.incorporate mean.ingful new features as soon as available. 
But, to retain tested mechanisms which have not been surpassed. 
Advancements inspired by the tate of the art are eagerly pursued. 
But, changes for the sake of change are sternly rejected. 

This demanding creed guides the everyday activities of the phenomenal 
organization known as the Garrard Laboratories ... whose key personnel 
have devoted their entire careers to this one company and this one product. 
The engineering background, teamwork, sheer know-how of this e tablished 
corps of experts are simply not matched by others producing record playing 
equipment anywhere in the world. 
This is the Garrard tradition. What has it accomplished in actual practice? The 
impressive answer is the long list of advancements introduced by the Garrard 
Laboratories. These Garrard developments established most of the significant 
trend which have literally upgraded this entire cla s of equipment over the 
years. Proof of this is self-evident in the degree to which Garrard automatics 
have been, and continue to be imitated by others. 
Consider with us the various parts of an automatic record playing unit. Note 
how Garrard equipment has evolved since the beginning of high fidelity . 

Tone arm 
This is probably the most prominent part 
of any record playing unit - and a tre
mendous amount of attention has been 
paid to it by all manufacturers. The key 
to the metamorphosis of the tone arm is 
the cartridge. The basic purpose of the 
tone arm is to hold the cartridge in a 
shell and to track it with the correct 
force, obtaining the best reproduction 
possible, and imposing no impediments 
on the free action of the stylus. This sets 
up a complex geometrical problem in 
arm design. It has also required con
tinued improvement in pivoting, permit
ting the arm to move more freely, since 
inertia and friction are detrimental to 
the performance of the cartridge. Poor 
tracking, of course, may also result in 
damage to the sty.lus and the record. ln 
each of these basic aspects of tone arm 
design, Garrard has led the way, as the 
following will indicate. 

The shell 
First, the accommodation for the car
tridge. The physical size of the cartridge, 
its mass and weight, its shape and related 
mounting problems . .. have all changed. 
Furthermore, each brand of cartridge 
has its own loyal group of followers -
all of them interested in using the car
tridge of their choice. Simple as this may 
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sound, it was nevertheless true that few 
record players, automatic or manual, 
were ever able to accommodate more 
than a fraction of even the popular car
tridges on the market at the time. 
It was Garrard who introduced the plug
in universal shell . .. taking all cartridges 
.. . in models built as far back as the 
l 940's. This feature has remained in 
virtually all Garrard equipment to the 
present time. 

But today's plug-in shell is vastly im
proved over its earlier counterparts. It is 
now a lightweight, low mass structure 
compatible with the smallest, lightest 
cartridge on the market. You will notice 
this most prominently on the Garrard 
Lab 80 Mk ll (pages 4-5) and the 70 
Mk II (pages 6-7) , but all Garrard 

models have cut-away plug-in shells 
which accommodate any cartridge, and 
are furnished with mounting hardware 
for the simplest installation and finest 
performance. 

Arm material 
Even at the time when Garrard's classic 
RC80 was introduced , there was a notice
able trend toward lighter tone arms. 
Most manufacturer met this problem by 
building the arm of plastic. But this 
material was not sufficiently rigid and it 
tended to create resonance. The RC80 
and subsequent Garrards, therefore, fea
tured an aluminum tone arm. This mate
rial still serve excellently on most of the 
models. The most popular eparate pro
fessional arms have been built of tubular 
aluminum. Garrard introduced this con
struction feature in its automatic AT6 
five years ago. Today, you will find it on 
the 60 Mk II , the 50 Mk II and, in a 
flat ilhouette version which imparts ex
treme rigidity, on the 70 Mk II . 

The epitome of low ma tone arm con
struction is the exceptional arm of the 
Lab 80. It is made of Afrormosia - the 
least re onant of woods ... therefore, 
ideal for this special application. The 
wooden shaft is rigidly held by a "T" of 
aluminum ... an ingenious combination 
of material promoting flawless tracking 
performance. 

Tone arm weight and balance 
In order to bring out the best in modern 
cartridges, it is essential that the arm be 
balanced perfectly and capable of track
ing the stylus at the correct force against 
the record groove. At one time, this was 
a relatively simple matter. Tracking 
force was established by a simple spring, 
which pulled the arm from the rear to 
partially offset the dead weight of the 
shell, the cartridge, and the shaft of the 
arm. Essentially, this reduced the weight 
forward of the pivot, leaving the re
mainder of the weight for tracking. To
day, with the very light cartridges and 
the feather light pressures prescribed for 
them, this method is not adequate. Pro
fessional tone arms are balanced in 
much the same manner as a doctor's 
scale - by the positioning, inward or 
outward, of a counterbalance weight. 

Garrard introduced this type of dynami
cally balanced tone arm, for the first 
time in an automatic unit, with the rev
olutionary Type A - the first automatic 
turntable - six years ago. The Type A 
series (now the 70 Mk II) and then the 
AT6 series (now the 60 Mk II) still use 
this type of sliding weight very success-
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fully. The Lab 80 has a more precise 
variation of it, the counterweight being 
mounted on a vernier adjustment for 
really fine, precision balancing. 
Even on the lower priced Garrard units, 
you will now find a counterweight at the 
rear of the tone arm - placed there to 
reduce the amount of spring action 
needed to balance the arm, resulting in 
a dramatic improvement in performance. 
Every modern cartridge is designed to 
track properly within a specific range of 
pressure. The tone arm must be capable 
of being set to this pressure, and main
taining it. Garrard has pioneered in this 
direction by simplifying the stylus pres
sure adjustment, conveniently locating a 
knurled knob at the back of the tone 
arm on early models such as the RC88 
and more recently, under the arm of the 
40 Mk 11. 
However, as stylus pressures became 
more critical, with cartridges tracking 
down to fractions of a gram, it was 
necessary to depend upon accessory 
stylus pressure gauges, not always availa
ble or convenient to use. Therefore, 
Garrard introduced the concept of the 
built-in stylus pressure gauge, first on the 
Type A . . . then on the AT6. Now, this 
development has been carried through to 
its logical fulfillment with the precision 
pressure gauges built into the arms of the 
Lab 80 Mk II, 70 Mk II and 60 Mk II. 

In the Lab 80 Mk II and the 70 Mk II, 
accurate settings to fractions of a gram 
are easily made by click settings cali
brated at quarter gram. intervals .. _The 
adjustments are both audible and v1S1ble. 
In the 60 Mk II (pages 8-9) the pressure 
is dialed in by turning an optical type 
knob. If the knob is turned beyon~ 5 
grams, it simply clicks back t<:, starting 
position, making the mechanism fool
proof. There is also an interesting varia
tion of the stylus pressure adjustment in 
a new type of gauge just introduced by 
Garrard - on the tone arm of the 50 
Mk II (pages 10-11). This useful adjust
ment is a model of simpli_city to read. 
The markings vary in size. Larger ~eans 
heavier, and smaller means lighter 
pressure. 

Pivots 
One of the most obvious problems in 
tone arm design is to eliminate resistance 
to motion, vertically and laterally. Only 
with an effective pivoting system can the 
arm track freely enough at the very light 
pressures now required. Garrard engi
neers have been working on this problem 
for many ye~~s1 utilizing qarr~r.d's 
special capab1blles . for . mamtammii 
precision tolerances m mmature fabri
cated parts. The results can be visualized 
by examining the tiny needle pivots used 
in the Lab 80 Mk II, 70 Mk II, and 60 
Mk II, where a jewel-like point just 
touches into a miniaturized ball bearing 
race! resulting in vertical pivoting which 
wou d do credit to the finest chron
ometer. 

Anti-skating control 
One development has logically led to 
another. Ultra-sensitive cartridges have 
resulted in low mass tone arms with 
virtually frictionless motion. Stylus as
semblies have become more delicate. The 
dynamic range of records has become 
wider. Now .. . tracking must be very 
light , but it must not impair in the 
slightest the freedom of motion of the 
stylus. Side pressure acting on the stylus 
would result in distortion of one side of 
the stereo groove or the other. It might 
also cause undue record wear - partic
ularly affecting the all-important clarity 
of the highs. Some years ago, Garrard 
laboratory tests confirmed that the 
natural side pressure created in all tone 
arms by the angle of the cartridge head 
was creating an increasingly noticeable 
problem, with the growing sophistication 
of stereo equipment. It was clear that 
compensation for this side pressure was 
essential to permit the stylus to function 
unimpeded. This very genuine need re
sulted in the design of the patented anti
skating device introduced by Garrard in 
the Lab 80 and Type A 70 for the first 
time in automatics, and now refined in 
the Lab 80 Mk II and 70 Mk II. 
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This small, simple arm, calibrated in 
grams, is adjusted by sliding a weight to 
match the stylus pressure setting on the 
tone arm. There are no springs or deli
cate mechanisms to get out of order. ln 
a few minutes, using a grooveless record, 
any Garrard dealer can make a most 
convincing demonstration proving how 
this little weighted arm neutralizes the 
side pressure on the stylus, and results in 
perfect tracking. Garrard has incor
porated another version of anti-skating 
control in the 60 Mk II, where it per
forms a similar service with a weight that 
is preset. Until Garrard's presentation 
of the anti-skating compensator on the 
Lab 80, this principle was found only in 
a few profes ional tone arms. Now, of 
course, the feature has been imitated on 
other unit , but the patented method of 
utilizing a simple sliding weight to ac
complish the purpose cannot be dupli
cated. 

Cueing 
When one considers the modern tone 
arms which Garrard has evolved for its 
automatics - it becomes clear that such 
an arm is not an arm - it is a system by 
itself - a group of components of ad
vanced design whose purposes are to 
transport a modern cartridge, track it 
perfectly, and protect it as well. The 
matter of protection for the stylus and 
the increasingly delicate record grooves, 
has become more important a'S tracking 
forces have become lighter. For today, 
it is no simple matter for the user to set 
a tone arm down on a record by hand, or 
to pick it up off the record manually. 
Sooner or later, there is damage to the 
record or stylus. Furthermore, a large 
number of records have multiple selec
tions on one side of the disc. Finding 
these bands ("cueing" the stylus into 
them) is also a frequent cause of damage 
to nearby grooves. Cueing devices have 
existed for some years on professional 
equipment used in broadcasting studio~ 
- but it remained for Garrard to be the 
first to apply the principle to automatics. 

When they did - with the integral cueing 
control on the Lab 80, it was again with 
a highly advanced, yet simple mechan
ism. The Lab 80 cueing control is a 
squeeze device, cleverly located in the 
tone arm rest, where it is easily reached 
regardless of where the record player is 
installed. It is hydraulically operated. A 
touch of the finger on the manual tab 
starts the record player, activates the 
cueing device ... smoothly raising the 
tone arm a safe half inch over the 
record. Then, move the tone arm over 
any groove desired and press the cueing 
control. The arm gently lowers to the 
groove. It is that simple, and that useful 
.. . now the most wanted feature in any 
record playing equipment. But follow the 
rest of the story for a typical example of 
Garrard's developmental leadership in 
the field. Naturally, the cueing feature, 
per se, was soon imitated on other auto
matic turntables . .. all of them higher in 
price than the Lab 80. Then, recognizing 
this interest, Garrard developed a lever 
type cueing control similar in use to 
those which appear in the highest priced 
competitive automatics. You will find it 
in the 60 Mk II (pages 8-9) and in the 
new 50 Mk II (pages 10-11) which is 
priced not at $130.00 or $150.00, but at 
$54.501 

One of the reasons why the cueing 
device is very appealing is the pause 
feature. Should the record player be 
operating when the phone rings - for 
example - the music may be interrupted, 
simply by touching the cueing control -
and it may then be resumed at the very 
same groove when the interruption is 
over. Thus, a feature which was origin
ally developed for professional applica
tions in radio stations - has found its 
widest use in the home - safeguarding 
records and styli, and making the record 
player a greater pleasure to use than ever 
before. 

The turntable 
Garrard believes in a carefully balanced 
turntable, capable of imparting flywheel 
action - to smooth out any variations in 
the turning speed of the motor. No one 
familiar with record players will ever 
forget the beautifully manufactured 
turntable of the old RC80, revolving on 
a ball bearing main spindle race, and 
covered by a felt top. For subsequent 
models, Garrard carried on a continuous 
design project, culminating with the pre
cision cast "sandwich" turntable intro
duced on the Type A - the first time 
such a turntable was seen on an auto
matic record player. Now, there is an 
entire group of oversized Garrard turn
tables ... on the Lab 80 Mk II, 70 Mk 
II and 60 Mk II .. . each of them some
what different in construction . .. but all 
cast of non-magnetic metal, and dynami
cally balanced -on special Garrard equip
ment. The record is well supported, and 
rumble, uneven speed, or hum caused by 

Continued on inside back cover 
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Just two years ago, with the introduction of 
the Lab 80, Garrard set a spectacular prece
dent in record playing equipment - by com
bining preci ion, performance, and conveni
ence to a degree not previously avai lable in 
either single play or automatic units. Due to 
this extraordinary product, the entire industry 
has witnessed a revolutionary upgrading in 
fine record playing equipment. 

Now, consistent with the Garrard leadership 
tradition , the Lab 80 Mk II is introduced. It 
is the Lab 80 brought to perfection ... subtly 
but magnificently refined in appearance and 
engineering. All the Lab 80 developments 
remain , but in addition, there are useful new 
operating features. One of them is provision 
for automatic play of a single record . The 
Lab 80, which was the first automatic player 
to have an integrated cueing device, retains 

New ANTI-SKATING coMPENsAToR 
WITH GRAM MARKINGS 

New TURNTABLE MAT w1TH sTYLus sAmY GRoovE 

FULL 12" ANTI-MAGNETIC TURNTABLE 

New antl•skatlnc control with pat
ented sliding wei1ht design. Does 
not use springs. Compensator is 
calibrated in ½ 1ram markin,i:s. 

fa0t~"!~~~~!,:\::,~n;'.":r; :gi:•;~~: 
trot·, the natura l side pressure on the 
stylus which frequfntly causes dis
tortion and rapid record wear, is 
elimlnated. 

Exclusive super-sensltlvt magnetic 
trip , with Dupont Delr io@ to offset 
fr iction . . . performs perfectly with 
highest compliance pickups at cor; 
rect minimal tracking force . 

Built-In hydraulic cuelnr control 
elimina tes all danger of accidental 
damage to records or stylus through 
manual handling. A great operating 
feature and tremendous convenience 
wh ich permits selecting any band of 
the record with complete safety. 

New automatic plavlnc of sln11e 
re..:ords. Press AUTO tab ... tone arm 
romes over and plays the record . At 
the end of the music it returns to 
rest and unit shuts off. 

this outstanding feature, which differs from 
all other types since it is hydraulically oper
ated. The anti-skati ng control introduced to 
the automatic field by the Lab 80, has been 
refined , with the compen ator now calibrated 
at half gram increment markings, and em
ploying a counterweight wi th a window to 
facilitate accurate settings. Refinements in the 
Lab 80 Mk II have been carried even to the 
turntable mat. It is now designed with safety 
rings which protect the stylus should the arm 
be lowered accidentally, without a record on 
the turntable. 

The Lab 80 Mk II is also an outstanding 
example of ingenuity and good taste in con
temporary product design, with its distinctive 
tone arm assembly, turntable and mat, and a 
newly styled, raised control center, with fluted 
tab operating levers. 

DYNAMICALLY BALANCED AFRORMOSIA WOOO TONE ARM 

STYLUS PRESSURE GAUGE. 
----WITH ¼ GRAM CLICK SETTINGS 

•S:-~~t-------BUILT-IN HYDRAULIC 
" CUEING CONTROL 

New cuE1NG POINTER 
ON LOW MASS 

CUTAWAY SHELL 

New coNTRoL cENTER 
WITH FLUTED TABS 

'New AuToMAT1c PLAY 
OF SINGLE RECORD 

WITH SHORT SPINDLE 

"SILENT UBORATORY SERIES MOTOR 
WITH TOTAL ISOUTION SUSPENSION 

'-...., EXCLUSIVE SUPERSENSITIVE 
MAGNETIC TRIP WITH DUPONT DELRIN® 

Two spindles - one for manual play, 
the ?~her for automatic operation . 
Convenient short spindle Inter
changes with revolutionary center 
drop spindle, wh ich handles 8 
records fully automatically when 
d'5ired. 

New repeat adaptor f its over auto
matic spindle, repeats records as 
often IS desired. Doubles IS 45 rpm 
sin1le spindle. 

Minimum cabinet dimensions: 
17" left to ri&ht : 14¾ " front to rear; 
5½" abowe and 3½" below motor 
board . 
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This is the aristocrat of record playing unit 
... the ultimate expression of the automatic 
turntable c.oncept which Garrard launched 
with the original Type A. It has been, and 
remains the most succe sful and satisfactory 
series of record playing instruments the high 
fidelit y field ha ever known ... a perfect ex
pression of the Garrard philosophy. Dealers 
throughout the industry, who for many years 
have been featuring the outstanding record 
changer which established the Garrard repu
tation for unassailable integrity, will recognize 
in the 70 Mk II certain familiar and proven 
features which have become indivi ible from 
the Garrard name. As in previou models of 
this notable eries, the 70 Mk II retains the 

EXCLUSIVE FULL-SIZE 
BALANCED CAST 

"SANDWICH" TURNTABLE 

The Carrard pusher platform record 

~i•,n."~:.r:~~~1&~~:·; ·~11~~~t~l/~: 
Garrard un its sold in th is country 
alone , have featured th is exclusive 
device. It Is a smooth , silent , totally 
reliable mechan ism which accom
modates 10 records , droppina: each 

:;rn~f:~~n~~1~i~:~l~sreevde;:~~v::~~ 
in& parts . 

Dynamically balanced, count1rw111ttt• 
adjusted tone arm. low counter
we ight a:eometry establishes optimum 
center of gravity, assures accurate 

~r:1~~~n1, . ;!~~n:":~~esvit~~ti~~/esist 

Low ffllll cutaway slldl•ln lhlll with 
cuelnr pointer . .. locks posit ively 
Into position; takes any cartridge, 
Including very light, high compl iance 
professional types . Extended finger 
lift. 

exclusive Garrard pusher platform record 
changing principle . . . a classic mechanism 
which has never been equalled, much less sur
passed, for gentlenes or reliability. This fea
ture is retained, and combined with other, new 
advancement , including an adjustable anti
skating control and a precision counter
balanced tone arm, designed to an exception
ally high standard. Becau e of its low mass 
and flat geometry, this tone arm provides the 
70 Mk II with impressive advantages in track
ing capability, and achieves outstandingly 
clean reproduction with modern cartridges. 
Thus, for reasons of quality, Garrard dealers 
everywhere not only carry the 70 Mk II -
they are proud to feature it and recommend it. 

-----ADJUSTABLE 

Adjustable 1nt1-1k1tln1 control -
11slidin1 we iaht" deslan. The natural 
side pressure on the stylus, wh ich 
frequently causes distortion or rapid 
record wear, Is eliminated. 

TWO·PIICI full size turntable ••• 
cast and balanced . . . . Unique 
sandwich des lan ... actually two 

~~~~~ab~~s aba::~fi1:nttof!!~er,b:~f:; 
which damps out no ise and vibration. 
Non-ferrous ... will not attract ma1• 
net ic pickups or affect tracking 
pressure. 

ANTI-SKATING CONTROL 

AUDIBLE/VISIBLE ¼ GRAM 
CLICK SETTINGS ON BUILT-IN 

STYLUS PRESSURE GAUGE 

FLAT SILHOUETTE TONE ARM, 
LOW CENTER OF GRAVITY 

DUPONT DELRIN® 

Clurard Laboratory Serlt 1h1d1d 
4-pole motor, shielded completely, 
top and bottom, with accurately 
oriented plates which prevent any 
interference or hum, even with ultra
sensitive maanetlc cutrid&es , 

i:rr~~~~lt~~; .. t"l~1ct~~~ Os>°eu,~i~: 
perfectly with highest compliance 
pickups at- correct mlnlmal tracking 
force. 

Sp1clflc1t1ons: 
4 speeds, 16½, 33½, 45 and 78 rpm. 
100·130 volts , 60 cycles AC (50 cycle 
pulley available) 
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The basic design of this unit was developed 
from the A T60, recognized as a "best buy" 
among all automatic turntables. Now, the en
hanced styling of the 60 Mk II includes a new 
turntable mat and the large trim ring, similar 
to that of the 70 Mk II . But appearance -
handsome as it is - is only a minor virtue 
of the 60 Mk II. The selling appeal of this 
dramatic unit lies basically in superior per
formance, and it is richly endowed with engi
neering features, refined to assure excellent 
reproduction with the late t ultra-sensitive 
cartridges. The true dynamically balanced 
tone arm is of the most advanced construc
tion. Rumble and resonance, already minimal 
in the AT60, have now been even further 
eliminated by a new resilient counterweight 
mounting. The arm system of the 60 Mk II 
will track flawlessly at 1/2 gram. Stylus pres-

N,w TURNTABLE MAT, LARGE TRIM RING ovER 
CAST, BALANCED OVERSIZED TURNTABLE 

SUPER-SENSITIVE TRIP, WITH DUPONT OELRIN® 

DOUBLE SHIELDED LABORATORY SERIES 

LIGHT WEIGHT, CUTAWAY SHELL 
WITH NEW CUEING POINTER 

Tubular, dynamically balanced 
counterweiaht-adjusted ton, arm. 

~~uu~tt~~~e i,~~- :~s01~:eiy r:1~'i:~~ 
rumble or resonance . Same type arm 
and construct ion as on the highest 
pr iced automat ic turntables and 
popular separate arms. 

luilt-ln stylus force adjustment and 
pressure cause. Precision knurled 
"optical instrument" type dial for 
easy, smooth, hi&hly accurate setting 
of tracking force. Overs ized lndicia 
for very precise settings. 

~::::-~::; ~~~~~~t~fle c:~:~:~r:n~~ 
the sty lus which often causes dis• 
tortlon and rapid record wear wi th 
ordinary tone arm. 

New manual cueinc and pause con
trol permits placing the tone arm 
on the record in any position by use 
of cuein1 lever. Also acts as a pause 
device, since i t can be activated at 
any point wh ile playing a stack of 
records. Simply lift cueing lever and 
arm stays above the record as Iona 
as desired. When lowered, it re
sumes, and entire play in& cycle 
continues. 

sure adjustments have been made more pre
cise, and more convenient, by a new stylus 
pressure control assembly which incorporates 
the type of dial arrangement found in fine 
cameras and other precision optical instru
ments. Another key feature of the 60 Mk II 
is a new manual cueing and pause device. The 
tone arm may be placed safely on the record 
at any groove, or raised safely from the rec
ord at any time, by this simple, positive lever 
device. 

Add to the impres ive appearance of this 
model , and its impressive list of features, auto
matic intermix operation versatility, compact 
size, and mode t price ... and it becomes 
clear why the 60 Mk II will continue to be the 
ideal automatic turntable to satisfy the grow
ing major market for high fidelity components. 

N,w REs1uENn y MouNTEo l COUNTERBALANCE WEIGHT 

N,w smus PREssuRE 
ADJUSTMENT ASSEMBLY WITH 

PRECISION ROTATING KNURLED 
OPTICAL TYPE KNOB 

TUBULAR, DYNAMICALLY BALANCED, 
COUNTERWEIGHT ADJUSTED TONE ARM 

Cast, balanced, oversized turntable 
with new, decora t ive maf and large 
trim rin1. 

L Ultra-compact - lits easily into any 
record cha n1er space . 

Double•Shlllded Laboratory Serlts® 
4-pole shaded motor desiened u 
cluslvely lor the 60 Mk 11. 

Specifications: 
4 speeds: 16½, 33¼. 4S and 78 rpm. 
100-130 volts . 60 cycles AC (SO cycle 
pulley ava ilable) . 

Minimum cabinet dimensions: 
15~" left to ri&ht , 131/1" front to 
rear, 47fa" above and 27.4" below 
motor board . 
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Far from being keyed to the level of budget 
or even medium-priced music systems, the 50 
Mk II deserves compari son with the most ex
pensive automatic turntables. It will then be
come clear how much the G arrard organiza
tion has accomplished in thi s excellent new 
compact model. The dramatic impact of the 
50 Mk II begins with the styling. It is chaste, 
fu nctional and hand ome .. . beautifull y co
ordinated ... with a quality appearance which 
is a tribute to the designers and engineers 
ali ke. The fea tures are equall y impressive. The 
tone arm is the excellent perform ing light 
weight tubular type, with a resiliently-mounted , 
fi xed po it ion counter-weight. The low mas 
shell will accommodate all cartridges, and the 
stylus pressure is set by moving a pointer 
along a gauge convenientl y located on the 
side of the arm, which indicates heavier or 

4-POLE " INDUCTION SURGE" MOTOR 

New manual cuelnc and pause con
trol perrft its placing the tone arm on 
record in any position by use of 
cueing lever. Al so acts as pause 
device, since 1t can be activated at 
any point, wh ile playing a stack of 
records . Simply lift cueing lever and 
arm stays above the record as long 
as desired. When lowered, it re
sumes, and entire playing cycle con
tinues. 

lighter pressure by markings of varying 
lengths at I gram intervals. 
Perhaps the most dramatic feature of the 50 
Mk II is a manual cueing and pause device, 
operated by a control lever ca refull y located 
for utmost convenience. Simpl y lift the cueing 
lever and the arm stays above the record as 
long as desired. Lower it , and the arm gently 
lower to the record groove. This control pro
vides complete safety to records and stylus, 
and can be used at any time . .. to begin a 
single record, or to pau e whether the unit is 
playing manually or automatically. Built-in 
cueing of the same type is now considered the 
single most desirable operating fea ture of the 
most expensive automatic turntables. 
As with all G arrard automatic turntables. the 
50 Mk II is a manual player, but it may also be 
used automatically - with intermix operation. 

OVERSIZED TURNTABLE 

/ 

NEW RESILIENTLY MOUNTED 
COUNTER BALANCE WEIGHT 

NEW STYLUS PRESSURE ADJUSTMENT, 
WITH GRAM MARKINGS 

NEW CUEING CONTROL 

NEW CUEING POINTER 

New stylus pressure adjustment. 
Pressure is set by moving pointer 
on side of tone arm. Once pressure 
is established {with any stylus pres
sure gauge) markings on tone arm 

~~~~~Y 3!n: f:~f111a\~ ~0n"t~~=~ju~~: 
ments desired. Ma rkings are at ap-

r:~:~~~:rk}ng~rf:ic~~~~~v!~~•re:;!~ 
pressure. 

Garrard 4-pole shaded "Induction 
Surae" motor, with dynamically bal 
anced rotor , shielded from hum. 
Constant speed assured, free from 
vibrat ion. 

Two spind les - a convenient short 
spindle for playing single records 
manuallrr; an interchangeable center 

~~~fr;:_ ng~~n~~~:u::::~c fo1
:Ys:f~~~ 

and convenience when tak ing records 
off the turntable. 

In automatic pos ition , 50 Mk 
intermixes records of any size 
sequence. 

Specifications: 
4 speeds, 16½, 33 1/'J, 45 and 78 rpm. 
100· 130 volts , 60 cycles AC (SO cycle 
pulley available). 
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Built to Garrard's highest standards, this hand
somely designed 4-speed unit is actually an 
exceptionally compact automatic turntable at 
the price of an ordinary record changer! 
It was designed to introduce a new concept of 
performance and versatility to systems where 
space must be considered. Despite its modest 
price, dealers large and small, in all parts of 
the country, have included its predecessor 
in the overwhelming majority of advertised 
music systems which they preselect. These 
dealers are aware that they can combine the 
40 Mk II with the finest amplifiers, receivers 
and speakers, and offer them to their most 

TWO SPINDLES -
SHORT FOR MANUAL; 

CENTER DROP FOR AUTOMATIC PLAY 
WHEN DESIRED 

l 
Shell Is ll1htw1l1ht cut a•ay type 
with extended finger lift for safety 

~O::t"e~li~~de1:t PJ~~:o~~I · Ch!i~~0~f 
cartridges . .. can be removed from 
the arm Instantly to chanee cartrid&e 
or service stylus. 

Stylus P.ressure adjusted with simple, 
accessible finger touch device, for 
correct trackin& force, 1ccordin1 to 
the cartridge manufacturers' speci
fications . 

Garrard 4-pole shaded 11 lnductlon 
Sur11" motor, with dynamically bal 
anced rotor, shielded from hum. 
Constant speed assured, free from 
vibration. 

discriminating customers assured that it will 
be compatible and an enduring credit to their 
judgement. 

The widespread dealer confidence· which this 
Garrard model type has earned, is as signifi
cant as the impressive list of features which 
the 40 Mk II offers. This is the lowest priced 
Garrard automatic turntable, but all Garrards 
must meet the same high standards of quality. 
The 40 Mk II may be purchased with com
plete assurance that it will serve. its purpose 
admirably, operating with utmost reliability 
from the beginning, and for years to come. 

• - CAST ALUMINUM COUNTERBALANCED TONE ARM 

SIMPLE, ACCESSIBLE 
------STYLUS PRESSURE ADJUSTMENT 

--

LIGHTWEIGHT CUTAWAY SHELL 
WITH EXTENDED FINGER LIFT 

INTERMIX AUTOMATIC OPERATION 

SUPER SENSITIVE TRIP WITH DUPONT DELRIN® 

~POLE SHADED " INDUCTION SURGE" MOTOR 

Graceful c11t 1lumln11m tone arm Is 
counterbalanced - first time this 
type of arm has been available In a 
popular pr iced unit. Th is feature 
alone 1ives the 40 Mk II part icu lar 
si&nificance - an automatic in the 
economy f ie ld which can track hl&h ~:;:!!f uc~f ~~id&es for finer sound 

Onnlzed turntable with handsome 
mat is reminiscent of previous Gar
rard models In a considerably hi&her 
pr ice echelon. 

Two 1plndl11 - • convenient short 
spindle for play in& sin&le records 
manually; an interchan1eable center 

~~~f r:t":~1n~~:urt:':!~c fd~Ys:f~~~ 
and convenience when takln& records 
off the turntable . 
In automatic position, 40 Mk II In
termixes records of any size or 
sequence. 

Sp1clllcatltns: 
4 speeds, 161/J, 33V.,, 45 and 78 rpm. 
100·130 volts , 60 cycles AC (50 cycle 
pulley nallable) 

Minimum cabinet dimensions: 
14¾" left to rl1ht, 12½" front to 
rear, 4'"9" above and 2'¼" below 
motor board. 

13 
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A new "playing" dust cover for use with all 
Garrard models, and coordinated with the 
official Garrard base, is designed so that it 
can be used when playing a stack of records. 

The dust cover is made from a clear 
styrene for durability and crystal-like clarity. 

An emblem at the top center of the cover 
has been attractively designed to be used as a 
handle for easy placement and removal. 

You can now lift or grip the cover with one 
hand and eliminate any fingermarks on the 
clear plastic. 

DC89 - Lab 80 series, 70 and Type A series. $5.50 
(Also the 88 series.) 

DCl0 - For 60, 50, 40 and 20 series .. (Also for $4.50 
AT6 and Autoslim.) 

Beautifully styled and executed base, with a 
model coordinated to each Garrard player. 

Made of simulated ebony and walnut and 
highlighted with silver trim and the Garrard 
escutcheon. 

It is lightweight, strong and durable, an at
tractive companion accessory which enhances 
the appearance of each Garrard model. 

It can be used on top of furniture or housed 
in cabinetry. Provisions for easy mounting of 
draw slides have been built into the underside 
of the base. 
CB 8 - For 70 series and Type A series. (Also $5.50 

the 88 series.) 
CB 9 - For Lab 80 series. $5.50 
CBlO - For 60, 50, 40, and 20 series. (Also for $4.50 

AT6 and Autosllm.) 
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continued from pa/le 3 
electrical interaction with the cartridge 
... are all things of the past. If you wish 
to see an example of fine metal crafts
manship, lift a Garrard Lab 80 turntable 
and inspect the bottom. Note the ribbed, 
rigid structure and the copper weights 
which balance it, as on an automobile 
wheel. 

However, the turntable itself is not the 
entire story - for the mat receives a full 
share of attention. A Garrard mat is an 
object of beauty. It is also a challenge to 
engineering ingenuity. Perfect example 
of this is the exclusive material Garrard 
formulated for the Lab 80 mat. It pro
tects the record, but is also anti-static -
tending to discharge the electrical force I 
which attracts dust to the record. This I 
feature is more than a flourish, since it 
helps to protect records from their great
est enemy ... dust. Also note the deep 
safety grooves at the 7", 10", and 1211 I 
positions, incorporated by Garrard to 
protect the stylus, should the automatic 
tab be pressed accidentally. The stylus 
would then ride in these special grooves 
without damage. 

Motor 
Under the turntable are the motor and 
drive assembly. Garrard has traditionally 
used the shaded induction motor, rec
ognizing that the key consideration in 
power plants is not type btit quality. The 
differences in viewpoint over induction 
vs. hysteresis principles were resolved 
many years ago when Garrard intro
duced the smooth, completely reliable 
4-pole type, to replace the 2-pole motors 
which were then in general use. 
The present precision -made Laboratory 
Series motors used in the Lab 80 Mk II, 
70 Mk II, and 60 Mk II , were developed 
entirely by Garrard, which designs and 
builds its own motors completely. 

~ -<r._ \ - - •,_ 

' . 1'}·. 

~ ?. --. ---- 'f · 
' . 

Armatures are dynamically balanced on 
exclusive machines . .. built for Garrard 
specifically for this purpos~. Re~ardless 
of which Garrard model you own, you 
are assured that the motor will be ex
actly the right size and power to tum 
silently and smoothly, at perfect speed, 
without any service whatsoever for years. 
The Laboratory Series motor will main
tain its speed within NAB - standards, 
even through the unlikely line voltage 
variation of 95 to 135 volts. The con
struction is exemplary, with refinements 
such as oilite bearings used to make the 
unit flawless and ageless. Garrard also 
takes pains to insure that even the slight
est vibration of the motor cannot be 
imparted to the record via the unit plate 
or turntable. Rubber mountings are in
corporated in all Garrard units. In the 
Lab 80, there is something additional ... 
a coordinated suspension system of rub
ber anti-vibration mountings and damp-

ing pad devices which isolate the motor 
completely from the unit. plate. You can 
move the entire motor structure freely 
by hand. Try it at your Garrard dealer. 
You will be impressed. Incidentally, 
speaking of motors and drive assemblies, 
we should al o mention that one reason 
why Garrard equipment lasts so long is 
that every lever is adjustable - with 
bronze bushings wherever needed. This 
construction, used 18 years ago in the 
RC80, made it the phenomenal success 
it was, and is - since the majority of 
these machines are probably still in use, 
almost two decades after they were pur
chased. Garrard automatics are built of 
a greater number of adjustable small 
scale components - rather than fewer, 
unadjustable large scale stampings and 
castings, which although simplified, may 
be subject to warping and misalignment. 
Therefore - Garrards take more hours 
to assemble than mass produced record 
players, but in the long run, it pays ... 
because any Garrard is virtually inde
structible. 
While on this subject, consider some 
of the refinements which Garrard has 
brought into automatic record players 
(all record playing units for that matter) 
over the years. For example, the muting 
switch, which keeps the unit perfectly 
quiet except while a record is playing 
(first incorporated by Garrard in the 
RC88 more than 10 years ago) ; the re
sistor/ condenser networks incorporated 
by Garrard 12 years ago, eliminating the 
annoying electrical discharge "plop" 
which used to startle record listeners in 
the early days of high fidelity. Then -
there is the question of wiring and in
stallation. Ever since the RC80, all 
Garrard automatics have come fully 
equipped with UL approved wiring. 
Garrard introduced it. Before this, you 
would have had to solder the various 
cables to the record player before you 
could incorporate it into the music sys
tem. Now, due to Garrard, the changer 
is simply plugged in. Not only are the 
AC wires installed, but the twin stereo 
cables and plugs are already attached, 
with a 4-pin 5-wire system - separate 
ground connections - ideal wiring be
cause it eliminates the problem of hum. 
And, this is done with Amplok connec
tors for AC and twin female phone 
sockets on the unit plate - so that a 
Garrard can be connected or discon
nected instantly from the music system. 
Today, these conveniences may seem ele
mentary, but they simply were not pro
vided until Garrard research paid them 
the attention they deserved. 

Automatic and Manual operation 
As far back as the 1930's, Garrard had 
already developed and incorporated an 
automatic record handling device known 
as the pusher platform. Those were the 
days of gates, scissors, and other changer 
mechanisms equally murderous to rec
ords. The Garrard pusher platform revo
lutionized all automatic record changers, 
and established Garrard, even at that 
early date, as the outstanding .. . indeed 
( many will say) ... the only really reli
able record changer in the market. When 
the LP era and high fidelity began , this 
same pusher platform, refined in action 
and appearance, was built into the RC80 
... and Garrard has kept it to this day. 

On pages 6-7, you will see the latest 
version of this fine completely retiaote 
mechanism, on the 70 Mk 11. Today -
we have the benefit of a tremendous 
number of these mechanisms built, most 
of which are still in operation. It is a 
classic example of how Garrard will re
tain an unsurpassed principle while in
corporating legitimate improvements. 
But recent developments, emphasizing 
the need for clearing the top of the 
automatic to add convenience - called 
for a new type of automatic arrange
ment, and resulted in the revolutionary 
single spindle introduced in the Lab 80. 
Here, no adjustments are made in con
verting from single play to automatic. It 
is done by simply replacing a short single 
play spindle with the automatic spindle. 

Place a stack of eight records on top 
of the spindle, and this transcription 
turntable instantly becomes a fully auto
matic changer. Compare the Garrard 
spindle with others that1 at first sight1 may resemble it. Note tne wide recora 
support which only the Garrard spindle 
affords. Cup your hands at the sides of 
the turntable. Let a record drop and 
feel the cushion of air which explains 
why the record falls so gently ... and 
suddenly the words "Garrard engineer
ing ingenuity" will hold new meaning 
for you. 
The other three Garrard automatics have 
the more usual spindle and overarm ar
rangement, which makes them more 
compact and provides the intermix fea
ture. Here again, the automatic spindle 
is removable and a short single play 
spindle can be sub tituted. There is never 
any reason to take a record off a Gar
rard unit by pulling it awkwardly over 
a locked-in spindle. 
Now, play the record. Note that how
ever light the tracking force, the Garrard 
will shut itself off at the end of the 
record (or stack). Also note how reli
ably and silently it will trip - go into 
automatic cycle - at that same minimal 
pressure. This is due to the material 
which Garrard has applied for the first 
time to this use ... Dupont's remarkable 
Delrin® ... often called the "slippery 
plastic." The quietness of Garrard auto
matic tripping is due to the ingenious 
use of silent materials and the elimina
tion of friction, but the Lab 80 goes 
even further. There, Garrard engineers 
have replaced the mechanical contact 
which begins the tripping process in 
every other automatic with the prin
ciple of magnetic repulsion. Because of 
this, it can be said that the Lab 80 will 
trip at virtually zero stylus pressure. In
genious it is .. . but more important, it 
permits the Lab 80 tone arm. to operate 
at the lightest tracking forces in the in
dustry, with the most sensitive and ad
vanced cartridges. As with all other 
Garrard innovations, this one was devel
oped and is used for only two purposes 
- better musical performance - longer 
satisfaction. 
This is why Garrard is Garrard. 
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